SHOOTING LESSON

WHEN SHOTS GO AWRY
Dr Malcolm Plant returns to help you self-diagnose
your misses and get your shots back on target

O

ne of the strengths of a good shotgun
coach is to leave his students with
a sound understanding of the
shooting process so that if things start to
go wrong they can go through a system
of self diagnosis to find a solution.
Make no mistake – anyone who understands
the mechanical activities required to hit
keep SWINGING
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targets is much better placed psychologically
to both ward off the doubts that crop up when
misses set in and to do something about it.
So let’s focus on sporting clays and game
shooting, or indeed skeet. As we have
discussed in previous articles, there are only
three places on the flightline of a crossing
target where the gun muzzles can start:
add lead
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The Institute of Clay
Shooting Instructors was
formed in the 1980s to
provide qualified coaches
with opportunities for
further professional
development, by the
provision of seminars,
workshops, practical
activities and educational
visits. ICSI coaches can be
found at www.ICSI.org.uk
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Dr Malcolm Plant is chairman
of the Institute of Clay
Shooting Instructors and
a Clay Pigeon Shooting
Association senior coach.
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To hit, take a comfortable stance...
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and straying off line, or we might
just be applying the wrong lead.
Imagine a laser coming from the
gun muzzles (look at the diagram
below). Point the laser at the target
and keep it there, the gun and target
are now travelling at the same angular
speed, when you want to shoot
the target, pull ahead and fire.
The laser on the target helps you read
the line of flight and if the target curls you
can curl with it. Pull ahead, shoot.If you
want to experiment with ‘lead,’ imagine
what the pellet shot cloud looks like out
at the clay, it will be 2-3 feet in diameter.
Increase ‘lead’ in incremental shot cloud
diameters – three feet, six feet, nine feet.
If you are on the flightline, you will
eventually hit the target. Trust me! SG

...check your arc of swing to the right... ...and the left
flightline

We know that we have to shoot in front of a
clay to place the shot pattern on its flightline,
but how we create that all-important gap has
implications for the self-diagnosis of errors.
It is important that the shooter knows
what technique they have just used to hit
or miss the target. Correcting the error
will be well-nigh impossible unless you
know what you are trying to achieve.
Thankfully, there are only three
fundamental mechanical errors to consider,
so let’s start from the ground and work up:
• Feet are in the wrong position, so
that the controlled swing of the gun is
hindered or stopped. This is particularly
important where you have to move
your feet between the first and second
target. Look at the diagram above for
an example of how to do it right.
• An error in gun-mount fails to bring
the cheek and eye into alignment with
the gun’s rib. Or, having got the rib
into the right place, the shooter then
lifts their head to look for the target, or
to shy away from the gun’s recoil.
If the eye is half an inch too high on the
comb of the stock, the shot pattern will be
placed nearly two feet above the target at
40 yards. And if the stock is too low, the
shooter will be looking at the top lever!

• The required amount of ‘lead’ or
‘forward allowance’ is not applied.
Either too much or too little. Different
people perceive ‘lead’ in different ways
and it is important that you know
how you determine ‘lead’ when you

✔
Keep your line of sight along the
gun’s rib, if you want to hit

are shooting well, because that is what
you need to reproduce for every shot.
Is it purely instinctive or a rather more
measured awareness of the gap?

Take your head off the stock
and you will miss over the top
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The best shooting system to fall back on
to help with diagnosis is System Two
mentioned on the previous page, ie:
point at the target and “Pull Ahead.”
I am not saying this because the CPSA
developed the method and I just happen
to be a CPSA-trained coach. The system
is very easy to understand and it is very
easy for the shooter to know whether
or not they are doing it correctly.
Okay, so we have just missed
a target. The questions we
need to ask ourselves are:

If we can say ‘yes’ to these questions,
then the fault must be with the ‘lead’
picture. We might be reading the
flightline of the target incorrectly
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LASER ON CLAY

insurance cover for ALL
shooting sports (except
mounted hunting and subject to the policy document
in force).
» £30,000 personal

accident cover.
» £5 million professional

indemnity insurance for
coaches, instructors, safety officers, referees, affiliated county and regional
committee members and
volunteers.
» Free advice service to all

members, shoot organisers and affiliated clubs of
all sizes.

Need extra help?

Step by step

• Were my feet in the right position to
provide a controlled swing of the gun?
• Did my upper body feel ‘relaxed’
as I pulled the trigger?
• Did I get the gun’s rib to my cheek
and eye and keep it there?
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PULL AHEAD
HIT

» £10 million civil liability

40 yards

To check out previous tuition
articles, visit
www.sportinggun.co.uk

problem with your
shooting?
If you have a question about
your shooting technique, write
to Sporting Gun, Time Inc.
(UK), Blue Fin Building, 110
Southwark Street, London. SE1
0SU or email sportinggun@
ipcmedia.com and we’ll get
one of our expert coaches to
answer it.

pRIVATE TUITION
If you’re looking for shooting tuition, pay a visit to the
CPSA website at www.cpsa.
co.uk/coaches to find shooting
instructors and coaches in
your area.
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